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Yes, it's true. I am once again writing an article because of the spoken words by Ron Paul's
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biggest promoter during an interview on his radio show on February 29, 2012. The interview
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was with Foster and Kimberly Gamble, the creators of a video called "Thrive", which Ron
Paul's promoter could not praise enough. He started off slow with his praise and yet he said
that he was selling it on his website as he was introducing his guests.
I hope that readers have been reading my previous articles because they all tie together in a
makeshift sort of way as I continue to become more and more aware of the path that The
Rock Stars of the Alternative News Media are taking us. There is no doubt that the
mainstream "news" media is nothing other than the paid mouthpieces for the ruling
establishment. That is a no-brainer, but what I am finding quite disturbing is that as I pay
closer attention to the "Alternative News Media", I find that they are not what they claim to
be either. The expression "Controlled Opposition" is ever more prominent in my thoughts
as I witness these major personalities doing a performance that is less than forthright and
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sincere. They have obvious limits to their "truth telling" and there are boundaries that simply
will not be crossed. Sure, they claim to be the exposers of the evil New World Order, but
what I'm seeing is something very different. I am seeing a group of people who are
constantly and slowly revealing the Hierarchy of the New World Order to us so that it will
not be a shock to people when it comes completely into view. They are preprogramming us
to accept the beast that is coming. Make NO mistake about it, the New World Order is
going to happen despite the mock protests by the "Rock Stars" who vow to fight it. It's like
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we are all watching an old medieval movie with castles and knights and serfs and the
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Stars of the Alternative News Media" are the present day trumpeters and they are
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trumpeters are blowing long and hard to announce the approach of the king. The "Rock
blowing until they are blue in the face as they announce the approach of the New World
Order.
In previous articles, I have clearly shown how Ron Paul's biggest promoter has been using
double speak as he continually beats the drums of "problems, problems, problems" while
never giving us any meaningful solutions. He is quite content to rant all day long while
frequently boasting how he warned us 6 month ago, a year ago, 5 years ago,.... that things
were going to happen. What he does not boast about is the fact that he never provided his
listeners with solutions to those problems 6 months ago, a year ago, 5 years ago.... He is
quite content to claim great vision of the approaching problems while hoping that his
listeners will forget that he never actually helped any of us solve those very problems. See
how that works? He preprogrammed us to accept the "problems" by giving us advanced
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warning that they were coming and then, when they arrive, he claims great self importance
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New World Order. He is doing it every day, day after day after day. Is he good or what? Do

while saying he warned us. This is exactly how easy it is to reveal the Hierarchy of the
they give out awards for being this good? He claims 10 million daily listeners and none of
them are learning anything of value. The "learning" is just an illusion. The listeners are
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really just being preprogrammed to accept EVERY step as the noose is being tightened
by the New World Order in preparation for the arrival of the antichrist.
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I showed readers, directly from the King James Bible, who the antichrist is and when he
will be arriving in my article "What is REAL and What is Imaginary".
I have shown readers how Ron Paul's promoter has claimed to be a Christian while never
actually showing any of us how current events apply to the King James Bible. He is quite
content to occasionally say that he is a Christian and maybe say something that sounds like
he is a Christian by using words like "REPENT", but he never shows us how his knowledge
of Scripture applies to his great knowledge about the New World Order. If he is a Christian
as he claims, he must be aware that his knowledge of Scripture is far more important than
his vast knowledge about the New World Order. Surely no Christian would spend all of his
time learning about Satan and becoming an "expert" on the New World Order while
completely ignoring Jesus Christ. So why does he keep all of his knowledge about the King
James Bible to himself instead of sharing it with his audience? How does ranting non-stop
about the problems of the day, while remaining completely silent about the King James Bible
as it applies to these endtime problems, help anyone other than the New World Order?
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Is it becoming clear to you now, that Ron Paul's promoter is not here to help us? He is here
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to guide us down the wrong path and away from Jesus Christ, our only hope. He claims to
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be a Christian while speaking like the devil on his radio show. Even Satan spoke some truth
as he accurately quoted Scripture while tempting Jesus
Luke
Luk 4:1 And Jesus being full of the Holy Ghost returned from Jordan, and was led by
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the Spirit into the wilderness,
Luk 4:2 Being forty days tempted of the devil. And in those days he did eat nothing:
and when they were ended, he afterward hungered.
Luk 4:3 And the devil said unto him, If thou be the Son of God, command this stone
that it be made bread.
Luk 4:4 And Jesus answered him, saying, It is written, That man shall not live by
bread alone, but by every word of God.
Luk 4:5 And the devil, taking him up into an high mountain, shewed unto him all the
kingdoms of the world in a moment of time.
Luk 4:6 And the devil said unto him, All this power will I give thee, and the glory of
them: for that is delivered unto me; and to whomsoever I will I give it.
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Luk 4:7 If thou therefore wilt worship me, all shall be thine.
Luk 4:8 And Jesus answered and said unto him, Get thee behind me, Satan: for it is
written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou serve.
Luk 4:9 And he brought him to Jerusalem, and set him on a pinnacle of the temple,
and said unto him, If thou be the Son of God, cast thyself down from hence:
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Luk 4:10 For it is written, He shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee:
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Luk 4:11 And in [their] hands they shall bear thee up, lest at any time thou dash thy
foot against a stone.
Luk 4:12 And Jesus answering said unto him, It is said, Thou shalt not tempt the Lord
thy God.
Luk 4:13 And when the devil had ended all the temptation, he departed from him for a
season.
OK, let's talk about the movie "Thrive" and about the interview by Ron Paul's
promoter.
Ron Paul's promoter said this as he was introducing the movie and the guests: "and
you can call it a little New Age. It questions the big lie, well are there space
aliens........".
We are only a few seconds into his introduction and already there was a HUGE red flag for
me. Does Ron Paul's promoter know so much about the New World Order and yet so little
about the New Age? Are we to believe that he does not know that the New Age is part of
Satan's plan to deceive the world and accept the One World Religion? If he is HONESTLY
ignorant of this fact, perhaps he will consider researching it. Here is a link that will help
educate him that the New Age is satanic, the exact opposite of the Christianity that he
claims to believe in. http://www.exposingsatanism.org/new_age_links.htm
Here is a short clip of that interview with the creators of "Thrive"
Ron Paul's promoter described the movie "Thrive" this way "..... so it's really about
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expanding your awareness and overall I think it's a wholesome film.....".
From the link that I just posted, it says this about the New Age "Followers are told to awaken
their God consciousness". Consciousness and awareness are two words that mean the
same thing. Ron Paul's promoter says that the movie "Thrive" is New Age and then he uses
a New Age term as he praises it. Would a person who is a Christian do that? Would a
Christian say "I believe in Jesus Christ, but I still think that Satan had some good ideas"?
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Moving along..... as Foster Gamble begins speaking for the first time, he says that he
became aware of problems after leaving college "......so I started going after the question,
what is getting in the way of our thriving and the best way that I knew how do it at the time
was through science and through consciousness. I thought it was just a function of world
view...."
So what do we have here? We have Ron Paul's promoter speaking in New Age terms and
we have the creator of the film speaking in New Age terms. And then Foster Gamble goes
on to say that Ron Paul's promoter became a hero for him. It was a New Age love fest that
continued throughout the entire interview. Everyone was really giving quite a performance,
just like I said in my previous article "Look at the Whole Board" when I quoted
Shakespeare "All the world's a stage, And all the men and women merely players".
These players were certainly trying to sell the audience, but I was not buying it for a moment
and I hope after reading my articles, you will stop buying into the nonsense as well.
Now the movie "Thrive" is most definitely promoting a religion which is completely
satanic.
The New Age is of Satan and the movie graphics even tell us that, if a person knows what to
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look for. Here are a few short videos that show us how the number 666 has been hidden in
plain sight all around us. It is just this sort of thing that I saw in the movie "Thrive" in the
names of each chapter. Of course 666 is the number for the antichrist and "Thrive" is
certainly satanic. "Thrive" is promoting satanism. It's being thrown in our faces.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NI9dAESVsGU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8SGGhvivSPc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-uqKPRYI3Yc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OUAWuXjT0p0
I could write much more about all of this from just this one interview, but this article is long
enough.
I hope that it is becoming clear to readers that we are all being played by the New World
Order and it's army of minions. If a person is a "Rock Star of the Alternative News Media",
isn't that a very good sign that they are "Controlled Opposition"? Unlike those people who
keep clamoring that they are truth tellers who should not be questioned, I want you to
question everything that I write. I don't want you to trust me. I want you to investigate
everything that I say and prove these things for yourself.
As always, trust God and trust the King James Bible.
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